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Argentina and Brazil reached a vital agreement on auto trade March 23 after nine months of talks
that strained relations within the Southern Cone Common Market (MERCOSUR) trade bloc. In talks
in Buenos Aires, negotiators also agreed to create a permanent dispute-settlement body to keep
members from having to turn to the World Trade Organization (WTO), as it has already done in
disputes regarding textiles and footwear. "We have overcome difficulties to agree on norms for a
sector that makes up a third of MERCOSUR's annual trade," said Brazil's MERCOSUR Ambassador
Jose Botafogo Goncalves.
The previous trade regime for the automotive sector expired the end of last year, and talks to come
up with a new set of rules have dragged on for months. Ninety percent of Argentina's auto exports
go to Brazil, which devalued its currency, the real, more than 30% in 1999. Argentina maintained
its currency's nine-year-old peg at parity to the US dollar. The devaluation in Brazil set off a crisis
within MERCOSUR and led to speculation that the bloc might not survive (see NotiSur, 1999-10-22,
2000-03-03).
Negotiating teams were headed by Botafogo Goncalves for Brazil and Argentine Vice Foreign
Minister Horacio Chighizola. The deal will gradually relax regulations governing trade in cars and
trucks between the two nations before removing them completely Jan. 1, 2006. Argentina agreed to
gradually increase its tariff on car imports to Brazil's current level of 35%. A common tariff on truck
imports was set at 25% and a 14% duty was agreed upon for agricultural machinery. For a car to be
considered made in MERCOSUR, 35% of its parts must originate in the bloc. A truck must have 25%
MERCOSUR-made parts.
The agreement fixes a joint external tariff for car imports from outside MERCOSUR at 35%, to be
phased in gradually. The common external tariff is now about 23%. But tariffs for auto parts in
Argentina and Brazil will increase substantially to between 14% and 18%, leading to higher costs
that automakers say will cut into profit margins since it will be difficult to pass on increases at a time
of slow sales. Argentine auto output last year fell 33.4%, and sales dropped 16.5% in part because of
the economic downturn.

Encouraging sign for other disputes
Trade talks between Brazil and Argentina on textiles, agriculture, sugar, paper, and steel should go
more smoothly now that the agreement has been reached on autos, Chighizola said. While trade
differences in at least nine other industries need to be addressed, the auto pact has put negotiations
back on a constructive track. "The best model we have is the accord we signed yesterday in the auto
sector, which also sets import caps because it anticipates special circumstances," said Botafogo. "Is
managed commerce a step backward on the road to free trade? Not if it's a transitional management
of trade aimed at improving the production quality in Brazil and Argentina."
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Plans to share macroeconomic data and set common inflation and deficit goals to avoid events like
Brazil's devaluation or at least warn MERCOSUR partners about them are also near completion,
Chighizola added. The auto agreement paves the way for MERCOSUR's late April meeting with the
respective ministers of foreign relations, economy, and defense. Both Presidents Fernando de la Rua
of Argentina and Fernando Henrique Cardoso of Brazil are expected to attend.
Argentine government officials said they will encourage the full inclusion of Chile and Bolivia, now
associate members, in the bloc. "We hope to relaunch or refound MERCOSUR, which could lead to
incorporating Chile and Bolivia fully in the bloc," Chighizola said. "With luck at the beginning of
next year we'll reach that goal. But there is a large difference between our [common external] tariffs,
which average between 12% and 14%, and those of Chile, which range from 9% to 6%."

Concern continues about business flight
"The pact sets an import-export regime with high fines for imbalances, which ensures that
automakers will remain in Argentina," said an official from the car lobby ADEFA. "With no pact,
Argentine companies would shift production to Brazil, a much broader market, with much, much
cheaper wages, and a festival of subsidies."
Subsidies by Brazilian states to auto-part companies and automakers have reportedly prompted
Argentine companies to move to Brazil and unleashed strong complaints in Argentina. They
have also led companies to demand similar perks from Argentine state and federal governments.
Germany's Volkswagen AG said it may move a planned US$200 million investment to Brazil if
it does not get a promised federal incentive package this month. The competition between the
two countries for investment has pitted Buenos Aires Gov. Carlos Ruckauf, along with the Union
Industrial Argentina (UIA), against the Foreign Ministry, which is closer to Brazil's position.
Ruckauf and the UIA complain that a large number of companies in Argentina have headed
for Brazil, drawn by tax breaks, cheap loans, and easy access to real estate. The Argentine press
frequently refers to the "exodus" of businesses. But Brazilian officials deny any exodus. The UIA's
initial claim that 280 companies had moved across the border shrunk to 50, and a number of firms
whose names had been mentioned said they had never even considered leaving, reported Argentine
daily La Nacion newspaper.
At a 1995 seminar on MERCOSUR, then minister of the economy Aldo Ferrer pointed to the risks
of fomenting competition rather than convergence. He argued that it would be "fatal for the bloc to
start competing by offering special incentives to attract foreign investment, instead of presenting
itself as a group of countries with a combined market of more than 200 million potential consumers."
Now, with clear rules for the coming years, manufacturers say they can make long-term capital
investment and production plans. "We are fairly happy," said Luis Cagliari, foreign relations
director for Renault Argentina. "The deal dispels the uncertainty and helps us look optimistically at
MERCOSUR's future."

Uruguay miffed at bilateral agreement
The auto agreement will be submitted for consideration to MERCOSUR partners Uruguay and
Paraguay, which have less at stake in the automotive industry, so that the agreement is adopted
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as the common automotive policy (Politica Automotriz Comun, PAC) of the bloc. Nevertheless,
Uruguay warned that it will rebuff any attempt to force acceptance of the agreement reached
between Argentina and Brazil. "We do not accept any bilateralism that later imposes criteria on us
as if it were from MERCOSUR," said Industry and Energy Minister Sergio Abreu. "A new dialogue
will be opened here because the decisions must be adopted by consensus."
Abreu admitted that "the agreement responds to differences that Argentina and Brazil have had
for some time, but that doesn't mean that it can be imposed on us through a bilateral decision."
Uruguay is determined to break the domination of Brazil and Argentine within MERCOSUR.
Uruguayan President Jorge Batlle ordered his Cabinet to draw up a plan to ensure that Uruguay
does not remain "excluded" in discussions of problems within MERCOSUR, reported the
Montevideo daily El Observador April 23. "The objective of the president is that MERCOSUR's
discussion take place in a quadrilateral atmosphere, not between the two largest associates," said an
"official source" quoted in the article.

MERCOSUR-EU talks on horizon
Meanwhile, the European Union (EU) and MERCOSUR are set to begin a new round of trade
talks April 6-7 in Buenos Aires. "The first round of negotiating sessions will start next month at
the technical level," EU Trade Commissioner Pascal Lamy said during a five-day visit to Brazil.
"The talks will not only be on free trade. We will also discuss foreign- policy consultation and
macroeconomic-development assistance."
Lamy said the EU wants to increase trade with MERCOSUR mainly in financial services, such as
banking and insurance, telecommunications, and public utilities. But the two blocs have major
differences on import tariffs and EU farm subsidies. Allocco said agriculture would definitely be
discussed in Buenos Aires but it was not yet clear if subsidies would be included in this or the
next round of talks. [Sources: Notimex, 03/22/00, 03/23/00; Clarin (Argentina), Inter Press Service,
03/24/00; Spanish news service EFE, 03/25/00; Reuters, 03/21/00, 03/24-26/00]
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